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INTERACT & EARN CA$$$H 

By Kabeer (MFADT Major Studio 2) 

Faculty Guide: Ms. Katherine Moriwaki 

 

Interact & Earn Cash is an arcade experience which explores the various aspects of data privacy and 

consent. This critical design piece  is inspired from the  current scenario of a surveillance driven world; 

where everyone is concerned about privacy and consent but still have difficulty understanding the 

structure of surveillance or big data. The paper outlines and highlights the subtext behind the various 

elements and design choices made for the interactive piece. Technical details about the fabrication 

process and the physical computing methodology is discussed in detail. 

 

Introduction : 

The primary goal was to understand how people react to a machine which offers them cash in return 

for their private data or consent. I wanted to explore various mediums of alternative narrative which 

can be triggered by biometric data  and also give you surreal experience into repercussions of giving 1

away your consent. This was done to highlight the point that; even though people are concerned 

about their personal or biometric data but in reality priority of the same comes in much later in their 

day-to-day lives. The key domains that I have been trying to explore are human computer interfaces, 

non-linear storytelling and data privacy & consent. 

 

Concept & Related Work: 

As a field of research, human-computer interface  is situated at the intersection of computer 2

science, behavioral sciences, design, media studies, and several other fields of study. The term was 

popularized by Stuart K. Card, Allen Newell, and Thomas P. Moran . Humans interact with computers 3

in many ways; the interface between humans and computers is crucial to facilitating this interaction. 

Desktop applications, internet browsers, handheld computers, and computer kiosks make use of the 

1 "Biometric Data." Biometric System and Data Analysis: 45-69. doi:10.1007/978-0-387-77627-9_3 
2 Scane, Robert. Human Computer Interface. Exeter: Crucial, 2002 
 
3 Card, Stuart K., Thomas P. Moran, and Allen Newell. The Psychology of Human-computer Interaction. Mahwah, 
NJ: Erlbaum, 2008. 
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prevalent graphical user interfaces  of today and the piece uses classic 80’s video style  to mimic the 4

same. Voice user interfaces  are used for speech recognition and synthesizing systems, and the 

emerging multi-modal and Gestalt User Interfaces   allow humans to engage with embodied 5

character agents in a way that cannot be achieved with other interface paradigms. The growth in 

human-computer interaction field has been in quality of interaction, and in different branching in its 

history. In this project Instead of designing regular interfaces, I have had a different focus on the 

concepts of multi-modality rather than uni modality  & have tried to mimic an intelligent adaptive 6

command/action based interface. 

 

The term 'storytelling' is used in a looser sense to refer to techniques used in other media to unfold 

or disclose the narrative of a story. Stories or narratives have been shared in every culture as a 

means of entertainment, education, cultural preservation and instilling moral values. Crucial 

elements of stories and storytelling include plot, characters and narrative view. My aim was to break 

free from this traditional tool of storytelling and present before the audience a surreal and 

non-linear narrative which moves from one medium to the other. The Australian aboriginal  people 7

painted symbols from stories on cave walls as a means of helping the storyteller remember the 

story. The narrative was then told using a combination of music, rock painting and dance, which 

helps us in understanding the meaning of human existence. People have even used the carved 

trunks of living trees and ephemeral media  to record stories in pictures or with writing. Complex 

forms of tattooing may also represent stories, with information about genealogy, affiliation and 

social status. This whole core of my non-linear abstract narrative expressed throughout my piece is 

inspired from these ancient multi-disciplinary storytelling techniques. 

 

4 H.261 for HSDPA-Style Wireless Video Telephony." Video Compression and Communications: 237-94. 
doi:10.1002/9780470519929.ch8. 
 
5 Card, Stuart K., Thomas P. Moran, and Allen Newell. The Psychology of Human-computer Interaction. 
Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum, 2008. 
 
6 Bertin, Emile M. J., Ioan Cuculescu, and Radu Theodorescu. "Concepts of Unimodality." Unimodality of 
Probability Measures, 1997, 55-110. doi:10.1007/978-94-015-8808-9_3. 
 
7 Walton, W. J. "Aboriginal Rock Carvings And Cave Paintings At Arcadia." Mankind 1, no. 8 (02, 2009): 202-03. 
doi:10.1111/j.1835-9310.1934.tb00040.x. 
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A privacy policy  is a statement or a legal document  that discloses some or all the ways a party 8

gathers, uses, discloses, and manages a customer or client's data. It fulfills a legal requirement to 

protect a customer or client's privacy. The idea was to explore this definition in how it is used by the 

various technology giants to collect our data and get our consent. In common speech, consent  9

occurs when one person voluntarily agrees to the proposal or desires of another. Implied consent is 

a form of consent which is not expressly granted by a person, but rather inferred from a person's 

actions and the facts and circumstances of a particular situation. This personal information  can be 10

anything that can be used to identify an individual, not limited to the person's name, address, date 

of birth, marital status, contact information, ID issue and expiry date, financial records, credit 

information, medical history, where one travels, and intentions to acquire goods and services. The 

whole reactive video human computer interface which interacts with the user, tries to explore the 

same ideas. These three core ideas have been explored in the critical piece and every decision made 

during the fabrication & prototyping process highlights similar themes. 

 

Methodology: 

The process to realizing this alternative media based narrative was initially based on several scale 

models to decide upon the most user friendly HCI and researching about the various privacy policy 

and consent related laws. These low fidelity prototypes of the HCI & infographics were then 

introduced to various students and colleagues to get user feedback to decide the most accessible 

components of the same. The primary objective  in undertaking this methodology was to establish 11

how many users are needed to participate in the experience and determine who the appropriate 

users should be. How to attract someone who has never used the interface, and will not use the 

interface in the future, is most likely not a valid user. In addition to defining the interactions the 

8 Garber, Lee. "Security, Privacy, and Policy Roundup." IEEE Security & Privacy 10, no. 5 (09 2012): 8-9. 
doi:10.1109/msp.2012.129. 
 
9 Data Privacy and Patient Consent." SpringerReference. doi:10.1007/springerreference_63251. 
 
10 Gratton, Eloïse.  Understanding Personal Information: Managing Privacy Risks. Markham, Ont.: LexisNexis, 
2013. 
 
11 Wysocki, Anne Frances, and Dennis A. Lynch. The DK Handbook. New York: Pearson Longman, 2011. 
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users will be performing, how often the interactions need to be performed and the time to complete 

the task, and the number of errors made during the experience. 

 

The audio/visual media was user tested by colleagues & play-tech visitors (age ranging from 28-38) 

to decide the comprehension of the underlying message of the surreal video pieces. A very 

important part of use multiple languages was suggested during user testing  which led to better 

comprehension of the material for bilingual people. Another important aspect that was introduced 

during user testing was the use of multi-linear stories. This was inspired Indian folklore  which is 12

generally passed on by oral means in a quiet and relaxing environment, which usually coincides with 

family or tribal community gatherings and official events such as family occasions, rituals, or 

ceremonial practices. Furthermore, stories are not often told in the same manner twice, resulting in 

many variations of a single myth. This is because narrators may choose to insert new elements into 

old stories dependent upon the relationship between the storyteller and the audience, making the 

story correspond to each unique situation. This whole idea of the narrator choosing to tell the same 

story in different ways led to creation of remote control system for the piece in order to create 

variations. We will discuss the technical details behind the above mentioned aspects of the critical 

piece in the next section. 

 

Implementation & Results: 

The project build process can be clearly divided into three segments during the fabrication process 

i.e. physical interface building, code/ interaction development and video production. The project’s 

exterior  visual aesthetics are inspired the old school arcade games ; where I have tried to give it a 13

more natural hand made feel to increase user interactivity.  

 

This process was started by  putting together a low fidelity prototype using chipboard to modify the 

arcade’s  joysticks and button to be  replaced with biometric inputs to advance in the experience 

12 Jethabhai, Ganeshji. Indian Folklore. Place of Publication Not Identified: Nabu Press, 2010. 
 
13 Craven, Paul Vincent. "Quiz Games and If Statements." Program Arcade Games, 2016, 41-57. 
doi:10.1007/978-1-4842-1790-0_4 
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(hand scan, phone scan, retina scan). This small scale model was then scaled up for a 24”X22” arcade 

interface and subsequently optimised to be made by on 0.5” Birch Plywood. The relevant CNC 

routing files were developed on Illustrator while developing tabs for joining and HCI components. 

Once the profile was created, instructions & design elements were was further engraved on the 

wood using laser machine. Additional backlighted components were created using 0.5” of 

translucent plexiglass which was further laser engrave/cut for instructions & design elements. 

Later the finished profiles were joined using wood/acrylic fasteners followed by  brandishing & 

polishing by hand to achieve the most finished look. 

 

For internal fabrication and lighting design a hybrid of DIY and readymade products were used for 

easy synchronisation. The screen was made from a 15” TFT screen which was then mounted on a 

base clamp and connected via VGA input. Sokiro 1.5” RGB lights were retrofitted with independent 

power source for synchronisation with the users movement and the current ongoing experience. The 

biometric data receivers were powered by proximity sensors that trigger various parts of video clips 

via open frameworks. The programme for the different interactions in openframeworks is written 

using several classes which uses the serial communication information form the proximity sensors to 

trigger relevant videos. The most prominently used plugins are ofxVideoPlayer & event keypressed. 

The entire system is also rigged in order to be controlled using a wireless remote system to create 

manual errors while the experience.  

 

The non-linear media was produced using various elements of self recorded sounds, visuals, royalty 

free stock clips & print design. The hand, phone & retina scans are followed by specific actions just 

undertaken by the users and look at the same in a meta viewpoint where the visuals on the screen is 

a surreal representation of the similar actions. Another important part is the usage of multiple 

languages like persian, mandarin, korean, portuguese, french, spanish, hebrew, tamil, hindi, russian 

& turkish to enhance the feeling of being looked at or watched by someone all the time. The cash 

dispenser comes with a penny zine which talks about how much a user's data is worth and what can 

we do to protect it. It also deals with the working of big data analysis and targets to explain the user 

that contrary to popular belief; their data is worth almost nothing if processed with a huge cluster of 
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other data. This entire wide spectrum of narrative material is used in the experience to generate a 

feeling of self awareness and empathy. 

 

Overall the physical appearance of the HCI was very close to the initial scale model and was very 

successful in attracting user to engage with the critical piece. The audio/ visual interactions were a 

hit and miss with different types of audience & and after discussion with the users on the initial 

showcase; the interactive videos were modified and made more comprehensible for future use. The 

pennyzine  however became very crucial to the narrative (which was not initially intended) as it was 

a more direct source of information which was easier to process for majority of the users. 

 

Conclusion: 

This critical design piece about  the  current scenario of a surveillance driven world; where everyone is 

concerned about privacy and consent but still have difficulty understanding the structure of 

surveillance or big data explored the various aspects of data privacy and consent. The primary goal of 

understanding how humans react to a machine which offers them cash in return for their private 

data or consent was successful & the ideas of offering a surreal alternative narrative triggered by 

biometric data was mildly successful in making the users understand the repercussions of giving 

away your consent & private data. 
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